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1. **MOUNTAIN VIEW**

The Mountain are Calling

Mountain View · Plan de Corones · Dolomiti · Italia

Page 4-5:
- Hoodie FM18W01Fc Red
- T-Shirt FM18W15cU Light Blue
- Pants FM18W03PU Cookies

The latest trend for Fred Mello’s man is immersed in an almost heavenly landscape with the desire to look beyond and stay absorbed in observing the surrounding environment.
F R E D  M E L L O
M U S T  H A V E

6

Hoodie FM18W11Fc GRAY MELANGE
Shirt FM18W02ct Red

Jacket FM18W11kU Red
Sweatshirt FM18W05FG GRAY MELANGE
Pants FM18W02PU BLUE

Must Have - Fall-Winter Collection 2018-19
The Mountain are Calling

Jacket FM18W04kU Arctic Sweatshirt FM18W15FG Gray Melange Shirt FM18W15cU White Pants FM18W02PU Cookies

Mountain View · Plan de Corones · Dolomiti · Italia
p. 10-11: Coat FROZEN BLUE
Sweater FROZEN WIND FROST MELANGE
Jeans FROZEN WASH 3
Mountain View · Plan de Corones · Dolomiti · Italia
NASA CAPSULE COLLECTION

Fred Mello still dedicates one capsule collection to NASA, one of America’s finest government agencies. Flagship for the stars and stripes flag, thanks to which the exploration of space which has become a reality.

p.17: 
- Sweats for FM18W18FG GRAY MELANGE
- T-shirt FM18W17T G OFF WHITE
- Track jacket FM18W15K BLACK
- T-shirt FM18W12T G BLACK
- Bag FM18W01U SILVER

NASA Capsule Collection · Houston (TX) · U.S.A.
Fred Mello is still paying a second in a raw tribute to Cassius Clay dedicating him a capsule collection. The inspiration comes from the personality of the champion with a great charisma and sensitivity who is considered one of the greatest athletes in history.
TOUCH THE SKY

The adventure of getting to the top and touching the sky. To go beyond the borders to feel free. Expressing your passions with simplicity and with a style that only Fred Mello can give even in moments of free time.

Touch the Sky · Nordkette · Innsbruck · Austria

p. 20-21: Parka FM18W03kU AIR FORCE
Hoodie FM18W01Fc IVORY MELANGE
Shirt FM18W10ct BLUE
Jeans FM18W12Pd WASH 2
Coat FM18W17kU BLUE
Sweater FM18W47Md GRAY
Jeans FM18FW12PD WASH 2
p_26-27 Downjacket-FM18W01KD ARCTIC
T-shirt FM18W22TG GRAY MELANGE
Joggers FM18W05PF BLACK
The Mountain are Calling

[p_28-29]:
- Down Jacket FM18W01kd Wine
- Hoodie FM18W01Fc Gray Melange
- Shirt FM18W03ct Black
- Jeans FM18W13Pd Wash3

[p_29]:
- Duffel Bag FM18W05UU Army
The Mountain are Calling

Touch the Sky · Nordlilte · Innsbruck · Austria

p_31 still-life:
Jacket FM18W04kU aRctic
SWeatSHiRt FM18W15FG BLUe
JeanS FM18W12Pd WaSH 2
Hoodie FM18W01Fc iVoRY MeLanGe
Beanie FM18W10HM GRaY MeLanGe
BackPack FM18W06UU RUSt

p_30-31:
Jacket FM18W04kU BLack
Hoodie FM18W01Fc aRctic
SHiRt FM18W17ct aRctic
PantS FM18W02PU aiR FoRce
p_32-33: Coat FM18W17KU-ANTHRACITE MELANGE
Shirt FM18W03CS BLACK
Jeans FM18W13PD WASH 3

Touch the Sky · Nordkette · Innsbruck · Austria
In the city, the energy never stops. Fred Mello’s free style is still the same, perfectly combining dynamism with the spirit of the contemporary city.

**Innsbruck · Austria**

**p. 34**
- Blaze FM18W05Bt BLUE
- Vest FM18W22kS BLUE
- Shirt FM18W06cU WHITE
- Pants FM18W09Pt Dark Gray

**p. 35 left**
- Coat FM18W19kU BLUE
- Sweater FM18W21MG Gray Melange
- Shirt FM18W07cU LIGHT BLUE
- Pants FM18W07Pt Old Blue

**Innsbruck · Austria**
Jacket FM18W05kU BLUE
Sweater FM18W11MM FROST MELANGE
Shirt FM18W20ct BLUE
Jeans FM18W14Pd WASH 4
The Mountain are Calling

Urban · Innsbruck · Austria

p. 39 still life:
SHiRt FM18W10ct BLUe
SWeateR FM18W31MG ANTRACITE MELANGE
SWeateR FM18W42MG FRoST
SWeateR FM18W28MG BLUe MELANGE
p. 40-41: Blazer FM18W02BM BLUE
Shirt FM18W15CU GRAY
Pants FM18W20PT DARK GRAY
p. 42-43: Coat FM18W17kU MUD MELANGE
Vest FM18W20kS ANTHRACITE
Shirt FM18W16ct INDIGO
Pants FM18W07Pt DARK GRAY
p_44-45

Coat FM18W23kU BLUE
Sweater FM18W31MG RUST MELANGE
Shirt FM18W07cU LIGHT BLUE
Pants FM18W04Pt AIR FORCE

Urban · Innsbruck · Austria
Fred Mello
New York
Since 1982

Fred Mello
MUST HAVE
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